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The Impact of Nineteenth-Century
Christian Missions on American Jews

JONATHAN D. SARNA
~\osT historical discussions of Christian efforts to convert American
Jews concentrate on the goals set by the missionaries themselves.
After evaluating the efforts expended, the money spent, and the
relatively small number of souls converted by the missionary organiza.
tions, thev conclude-unsurprisingly, given the weight of the aidcnce-that "these attempts have failed." "If the historical importantt
of such associations is measured by their success in promotill2 a
cause," Professor Lorman Ratner thus writes, "then [the Ameri~
Societv for Meliorating the Condition of the Jews] should be left in
1
obscu~itv, for it accomplished very little. "
This negative appraisal of missionary accomplishments, whik
accurate in some. respects, leaves much unsaid. Indeed, the evidan
seems to me to suggest that missionaries, albeit unknowingly 111111
unwittingly, actually contributed in important ways to the dadopment and strengthening of the American Jewish community. American Jews might have been happier had missionaries not posed their
challenge, but they would also have been substantially worse off.
To explore this surprising paradox, this paper, after brieftv ~
viewing the history of nineteenth-century Christian missions t~ lbr
I am grateful to Professors Benny Kraut and Jacob R. Marcus and to Rabbi I.-aS. Sussman for their comments on earlier drafts of this paper, and to the ~lcmarill
Foundation for Jewish Culture and the American Council of Learned Societies'their generous support of some of the research upon which this paper is based.

Jews in the United States, will focus on two critically important areas
of missionary impact on American Jewish life. It will argue that
missionaries ultimately strengthened the Jewish community by forcing Jews to confront first, the uncertainties of American religious
pluralism, and second, serious community problems that they had
hitherto neglected.

1
The history of Christian efforts to convert American Jews may be
summarized briefty. 2 In the colonial and early national periods such
efforts were private and often casual religious solicitations undertaken
either by ministers or laymen, usually with the intent of converting
someone with whom they were already socially acquainted. The
eagerness of Ezra Stiles to convert his friend Aaron Lopez of Newport, and efforts by people in Warrenton, North Carolina, to convert
Jacob Mordecai typify situations that numerous Jews faced at one time
or another. 3 In many cases, asking a Jewish friend to convert was not a
fanatical or even an unfriendly act, nor did Jews view it as such. The
suggestion, indeed, was often a backhanded compliment, a way of
inviting popular but not yet completely acceptable members of the
community to upgrade their civic status by becoming "good Christians," and joining a church like everyone else.
The first organized American societies dedicated to Jewish evangelization were formed in New York (the American Society for Evangelizing the Jews) and Boston (the Female Society of Boston and the
\'icin~ty for ~moting ~hristianity among the Jews) in 1816, during
~·hat ts known m Amenca as the Second Great Awakening. Societies
for the promotion of innumerable benevolent causes were formed
~ during thi.s period, a~o?g the~ the American Bible Society (1815),
the Amencan Colomzatton Soctety ( 1817), and the American Tract
Society (1825), and many of the same reform-minded evangelicals
~-ere involved in each group. 4
Spurred on by Joseph S. C. F. Frey, 5 a founder of the London
Society for Promoting Christianity among the Jews, author of a bestf: selling missionary autobiography, and himself a convert, recently
removed to N~w York; a~d also spurred by "intelligence from Gerf many ann~uncmg the deme of a number of Christian Jews to emigrate
to the Umted States for the purpose of forming a Christian-Jewish
1
i' scnlement,"6 the American Society for Evangelizing the Jews re-
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organized in 1820 and applied for a state charter. It received one, in
April of that year, and emerged both with a new name, the American
Society for Meliorating the Condition of the Jews (ASMCJ). and with
a new objective:
·
to invite and receive from any part of the world such Jews as do already profess the
Christian religion or are desirous to receive Christian instruction, to form them into
a settlement and to furnish them with the ordinances of the Gospel and with such
employment in the settlement as shall be assigned to them.'

.
~umer~us no~ables co~nected themselv~s with the ASMCJ durmg thts penod. Ehas Boudmot, former pres1dent of the Continental
Congress, served as its president. John Quincy Adams, William Philli~s, Stephen Van Rensselaer, Je~emiah Day, Ashbel Green, Philip
.\hlledoler (the last three, respectively, presidents of Yale, Princeton.
and Rutgers), and former New York governor DeWitt Clinton, aU
serve~ at ,·arious times as honorary vice-presidents. Peter Jay, son o(
the dtplomat John Jay, served as treasurer. By the mid-l820s, the
AS.\ ICJ enjoyed prestige, publicity, and liberal support from se\-era)
hundred auxiliary societies scattered in different states of the union. •
:--.:othing came of the ASMCJ's effort to colonize Jews. In 1826
following a spate of bad publicity and a shift in public attitudes bad~
toward more secular concerns, the society collapsed amid factional
and lt~gal squabbling. 9 It continued to languish, although periodical~\·
showmg renewed spurts of vigor, particularly in the 1840s, but it
n~\·e~ regained its. former eminence. Henceforward, the ASMCJ and
mtsstons to Am.encanJews gen~rally attracted fewer supporters,~
detractors (Jew1sh and non-Jewish). and far less money. Premillennial
hopes that Jewish converts would spur the onset of the "end of dn •
~\'aned, confidence in colonization schemes faded away, and missi~~
mg .a~sum,cd .th~ form, known as direct missionizing, that remains
famthar. Soc1et1e~-the ASMCJ and denominational societies liu
those of t~e Baptists and Presbyterians-hired individuals, mam· o(
them Jewish apostates! .and sent them into Jewish neighborh~.
where they formed a VlSlble presence (sometimes in storefronts). and
could confront
converts" on a one-to-one basis • 0\'ef Iaiit
L.
. "potential
.
years, t h ts m1s~1?nary presence grew stronger or weaker depend'
~oth on the rehg10us temper of the times and on the perceived
ttal. for
according to A. E. Thompson , the J e"DU
..:.L
. success. In . 1900,
.
mtsstonary cnterpnse m America consisted of some sevcnty-fi\"e mii.-
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sionaries, representing twenty-nine different societies, in thirteen
United States cities. 10

2
1

From early on, American Jews viewed Christian missionary activities directed against them both as a serious threat to their own
immediate well-being, and, more broadly, as another in a long series of
Christian efforts to undermine Jewish civilization. Jews knew that
they had to respond to such challenges, and respond they didvigorously. American Jewish responses to missionaries 11 began in
1816, with Tobitt Letter to Levi, or, since that seems to have been
penned by a gentile, in 1820, with Israel Vindicated (written by one
who called himself "An Israelite," even if he wasn't), 12 and continued
to appear right through the century, with the antimissionary fulminations of Rabbi Isaac Mayer Wise being particularly noteworthy. The
literature is enormous, considering the small size of the American
Jewish population at the time, and it covers a wide spectrum from
theological arguments, to historical arguments, to ad hominem arguments. It borrows liberally from European polemics, particularly
those of Isaac Troki and Isaac Orobio de Castro, as well as from deistic
tracts. Yet at the same time, it includes arguments and emphases
peculiarly appropriate to American Jews' own situation-for example,
arguments based on the Jewish contribution to American independence. It thus displays elements both of continuity and of change. It
reflects, in this sense, the American Jewish experience as a whole.
While American Jewish antimissionary literature portrays an
ostensibly unified community responding as one to a common threat,
in fact the missionary challenge set off a highly significant-and
hitherto overlooked-tactical debate within that community over how
best to formulate a response appropriate to America's distinctive religious situation. In Europe, after all, Jews had always been forced to
respond to missionaries from a position of weakness, particularly in
the post-emancipation period when Jews depended on Christians for
toleration, and feared to offend them. Even in England, Jewish oppof · nents of the London Society for Promoting Christianity amongst the
r Jews had to remember that they were a minority fighting an established church at a time when Jews had yet to win full legal equality.n
In the United States, by contrast, "free exercise of religion" was
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guaranteed by the Constitution, if not always by the states, and there
was no established church at all. Legally, at least, Jews had won
equality, not mere toleration. 14 They were one minority religious
group among many others.
Some American Jews, conscious of the freedom America afforded them, wanted to respond to missionaries more forcefully than
was possible in other countries. Rather than just defending judaism
respectfully by disputing Christian interpretations of Scripture and
casting aspersions on individual missionaries, these Jews, whom \\~
might term extremists, sought openly to revile Christianity, putting it,
rather than Judaism, on the defensive. At the same time, other Jews,
particularly those who regularly interacted with the Christian majority, opposed these tactics. Not wishing to alienate all Christians because of the missionary tactics of some, they advocated moderate,
nonthreatening responses, the kind that could be effective without
being offensive. The debate is difficult to reconstruct, and positions
were naturally more varied than this idealized model suggests.
Broadly speaking, however, we can say that extremists viewed jewishChristian relations in triumphalistic terms as a battle between two
religions in which one-the more correct one-would emerge \"ictorious. ;\loderates, by contrast, viewed the relationship in pluralistic
terms, and therefore searched for a middle ground on which Jews and
Christians could continue to coexist. The missionary threat brought
these two conflicting outlooks into the open, with the result that each
side produced polemics suitable to the particular end that it sought to
advance.
Two examples illustrate this point. The first involves Mordecai
,\tanuel Noah, the leading Jew in early America, and Solomon jackson, the leading Jewish antimissionary. Noah worked as a New \Ori
journalist and politician, and spent the majority of his time in the
company of non-Jews. It therefore comes as no surprise that his
reaction to missionaries fell into what I have labeled the moderuc
camp. l-or several years, in his newspaper, he ignored American
missions to the Jews completely. When he did break his silence, in
1818, he did so with words carefully chosen to ensure that no Christian would take offense:
We ha\'c seen some remarks ... concerning the pious labours of .\lr. Frn· ia
converting the Jews in this country, and the success attending his efforts. \\c
not noticed this person since his arrival in this country, as we arc very indiffcn:ntoe
the subject of his labours to make an honest living by making proselytes: but this·~

ha-c
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know, that the Society in London where there are 20,000 Jews who employed him,
bade him farewell without regret, and in this country he has not made a single
con~. We ha~ no obj~ions to his success, if sincerity and piety really govern his
mob~, but we ha~ no 1dea of permitting the community to be deceh'ed on this
subject. We could say much more on the occasion, but rellgion should not occupy
the columns of a newspaper. 1s

Noa~ later felt ~imself more free to express antimissionary views, and
he d~d ~o eff~t1vely. But ~e n~ver att~cked Christianity as a religion.
I:Je luruted himself to fulm10ations ag~10st missionaries' misapproprianon of funds, lack of success, false piety, and immoral tactics.l6 He
did not. allow those who~ h~ den.o~inated "pious frauds" to sway him
from h1s generally plurabst1c rehg1ous stance, his image of Jews and
Christians traveling side by side along roads so closely parallel as to be
virtually indistinguishable:
~
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There are two pa~ets belonging to the New York and Boston line, one named}tw
a~d the other Gmtrlt. They car~y equal freight, and sail with equal swiftness. They
sad from the same port and amve at the same destination. So it is with human}tws

and Gmtiles of the great world. 17

. Noah's p~uralism was lost on Solomon Jackson, 18 a New York
pnnter who displayed a more extremist and triumphalistic bent. jack~n, as a youth, had im~igrated to America from England, settled in
Pike County, Pennsylvama, and married a Christian woman believing
as he then did that "all religion was imposition-a mer~ trick of
19
~ate. " But following his wife's death and numerous personal tribulanons,Jackson became a baa/ teshuvah, a jewish penitent, and thereafter
he devoted much of his life to strengthening the jewish faith He
published a translation of the prayer-book (1826) and the first A.merican ec:Jition of the Passover ~aggad~h (1837), he supported jewish
ed~cat1on, and he led ~he Jewish Agncultural Society Tseire ba-Tson,
wh1ch, among other th10gs, barred from membership anyone married
ro a non-Jew and a~yone "in the habit of violating the Sabbath. "20 In
1823, Jac~son pu.bh~hed .what he ~s best remembered for: Thtjew, the
firs! Jewish penod1~l 10 Amenca, "Being a Defence of judaism
agamst All Adversanes, and Particularly against the Insidious Attacks
of Israel's Advocate."
In .his periodical, Jackson expressed impatience with Jews of
"trem~l10~ heart," w.~o saw "danger" in his effort to defend judaism.
~ut10n .Is no~ ~ear, he admonished these moderates, "and instead of
be1~g a VIrtue IS 10 truth a weakness."ll One of his contributors u ed
Scripture to prove that "We are not to consider whether our ans~er
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will offend or not; we are not to fear the consequence of doing our
imperious dutv. . . . It is the duty of every man of our persuasion,
when attacked: to defend, as much as in his power, the religious tenets
and peculiar doctrines of the .unity· of th~ Godhead. "22 To Jackson,
moderation in defense of J uda1sm was a v1ce. He, therefore, attacked
ChristianitY as "idolatry," and looked forward triumphantly to the day
"that all the world will become of the Jewish persuasion, and be of
their religion which is the only true religion. " 23
.
The dispute between Noah and Jackson was a bas1c one, argued
time and again over the span of American Jewish history. The contrasting antimissionary styles of the two greatest American Jewish
religious figures of the nineteenth century, rabbis Isa~c ~ser and
Isaac .\la\'er \\'ise, display the same moderate-extremist d1chotomy.
Leeser, c'speciall y in his early years, advocated a Mendelssohnian
approach to missionaries: he sought to avoid religious. controversy
altogether if possible. In two books, The jews and the Mosatc Law (183-J)
and The Claims of the jews to an Equality of Rights (1841), and in one
article, "The Jews and Their Religion" (1844), all three directed to
gentile audiences, Leeser pleaded with missionaries ("we claim as
~hildren of one Father, as followers of his law, as supporters of a highly
social svstem, to remain Jews, without the interference of our Christir.n neighbors and fellow-citizens; just as we act towards them"), and
defended the good character of the Jewish people. He stressed the
"common ground" that Jews and Christians shared, notwithstanding
the many differences between the two religions. He forbore polemics
and personal attacks, and at least when speaking to non-Jews made no
triumphalistic claims. All he asked was that Jews "be left alone undisturbed." "\Ve wish to live in peace," he assured his Christian
readers, "doing to others as we wish to be done by. "24
Isaac .\layer Wise, by contrast, went to any length to op~
missionaries. He considered it a "sacred duty" to expose missionaries'
"rascality," and wasted no opportunity to catch them at their
"lying. "25 Like Solomon Jackson, he sought "always to wage an offensi\'e, rather than to fight a defensive war. " 26 He opened the pages of his
newspaper to a variety of anti-Christian critics, and trumpeted his
,·icw that Judaism would ultimately triumph: "the essence of Judaism
is destined to become the universal religion ... before this centun·
\\'ill close, the essence of Judaism will be THE religion of the~
majority of the intelligent men in this country. "2 7
Disputes such as these between moderates and extremists, plu238
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ralists and triumphalists, Jews who sought coexistence with Christianity and those who foresaw nothing but an endless series of confrontations with it, did not originate in America. Similar debates,
Jacob Katz has shown, raged much earlier in Jewish history as well.2H
The challenge which Christian missions to the Jews posed, however,
did bring these debates into focus. By dramatizing the threat which
jews as members of a minority religion faced, missionaries forced
jews to confront, sooner and more directly than they might otherwise
have done, their own religious situation in America, specifically their
position vis-a-vis the Protestant majority. That Jews reached no consensus on the question of exclusiveness and tolerance is ultimately far
less important than the fact that, thanks to the missionaries, the
problem became a subject for spirited debate.

1
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One aspect of the Jewish antimissionaries argument deserves
special attention: the uniquely American debate O\'er the meaning of
the free exercise clause of the First Amendment to the Constitution.
jews, of course, had no monopoly on this debate. Americans have
argued about what the constitutional guarantee of religious liberty
means ever since that guarantee was proposed for ratification. lY Still,
the introduction of constitutional arguments into Jewish antimissionary polemics represents a new departure. It underlines again how
missionaries forced Jews to confront their situation relative to America's other faiths.
Early on, many American Jews considered missionary activities
directed against them to be an "invasion of the primary articles of our
Constitution" or at least "contrary to the true spirit and meaning of the
constitution. "30 Although the First Amendment only prohibited Congress from making any law "respecting an establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof," Jews reasoned that it was generally improper, as Isaac Leeser put it, "for the many to combine to do
the smallest minority the injury of depriving them of their conscientious conviction by systematic efforts."31 Leeser may have been
interpreting religious liberty in terms of the Northwest Ordinance of
1787's guarantee that "No person demeaning himself in a peaceable
and orderly manner shall e\'er be molested on account of his mode of
worship or religious sentiment."
By the 1840s, American Jews realized that no such broad interpretation of religious liberty had taken hold in the United States. With
many continuing to argue, as Daniel Webster did, that Christianity
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formed part of the common law, 32 Jews fell back on an argument based
on equalitv: "by the Constitution of the Union we are guaranteed, pari
passu with. our neighbors, the right to think, say and do. '? 3 Though
they no longer believed that they could on constitutional grounds stop
missionaries, Jews did insist that they had the same rights as missionaries. "I beg to address you as a God-fearing American citizen, recognized as such by the Constitution of the land," a Jew signing himself
"M.S." wrote in an open letter to the Churchman. 34 Other Jews made
the same point by asking, as Isaac Leeser once did, "how would
missionary efforts by Jews be received among Christians?"H Having
been taught by missionaries that religious liberty in America could
imply free market competition between religious groups, Jews served
notice that they were prepared to vie as equals. They proceeded to do
so.

3
.\lissions directed at gentiles might at first glance have seemed like
the most appropriate American Jewish response to Christian missions.
How better to make the point that, in America, Jews could do
whatever Christians could do? To evangelize Christians, however,
Jews would have had to abandon both a longstanding diaspora tradition, one consistent with Jews' minority status, and also a powerful
anti missionary polemic: the argument that Jews had no need to missionize since they did not deny to non-Jews the possibility of salvation. Even more important, sending missionaries out to the gentiles
would not have solved the very real internal communal problems that
left Jews prey to missionary blandishments in the first place. Missionaries, after all, directed their thrust at precisely those four areas where
the Jewish community was weakest and most vulnerable. They concentrated on winning over ignorant Jews, isolated Jews, Jews confined
to hospitals, and impoverished Jews. In so doing, they reminded
Jewish leaders that apathy and neglect on their part could result in
dire consequences. In a competitive environment, missionaries were
free to exploit Jewish shortcomings to their own advantage.
It followed that "when we see today Christian missions springing
up among our neglected Jews, we have no right to condemn them." So
.\tinnie Louis, a prominent New York Jewish social worker, made
clear in a paper read at the 1893 Jewish Women's Congress in Chicago.
Before her audience could disagree, she explained that "it is we who

240

deserve the condemnation for unfaithfulness to our duty. " 36 Jews
came to understand in the nineteenth century that missionary successes were symptoms of Jewish communal problems. By investigating where missionaries made inroads, Jews learned where they themselves had failed. They also learned that to defeat missionaries they
often had to imitate them. They had to find ways to create Jewish
functional alternatives to missionary activities, alternatives as fulfilling
as whatever the missionaries offered, but designed at the same time to
keep Jews firmly within the fold.
The resulting dynamic interaction between missionary challenges
and Jewish responses operated in all four areas of Jewish vulnerability,
but most particularly in education. In early America, the overall state
of Jewish education was, notwithstanding certain exceptions,
wretchedly poor. Few early American Jews knew Hebrew. Very few
Jewish textbooks and no Jewish translation of the Bible existed for
those who knew only English. And even given those books that were
available, ''jewish schools functioned irregularly and inefficiently and
Jewish education could not rise above the elementary level. "37 Missionaries frequently commented on this "deplorable ignorance" to
prove how benighted Jews were, and they then exploited the ignorance by posing questions which the average Jew, to his embarrassment, could not answer. 38 Isaac Leeser's plea-"do not as honest men,
interfere with young children or ignorant persons"-went unheeded. 39 In an open society, ignorant Jews could not be quarantined
away from Christians. They had instead to be educated.
Realizing this situation, Jews slowly came to see education not
just as a religious duty, but as a vital component of their whole
countermissionary program. They proceeded to copy successful
Christian educational patterns in order to use them for Jewish ends.
The Jewish Sunday school, introduced by Rebecca Gratz and Isaac
Leeser in 1838, is a good example. It was modeled on its Christian
namesake, but with decidedly Jewish purposes in view. Isaac Leeser
had determined that missionary successes proceeded from two causes:
"either from ignorance of our religion, or because it is made the
interest of converts." He expressed certainty that it was "not the
interest of Christianity to bribe the interested to an outward profession
which their soul does not feel." "As to the ignorant . . . ," he continued, "we have established Sunday-schools within the last two years,
for the gratuitous instruction in religion in New York, Philadelphia
and Charleston, and similar ones are proposed for Richmond and St.
241
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Thomas. It is to be hoped that the good thus commenced wdl be
ardently and earnestly followed up, until in all the world there shall
not be a Jewish child ignorant why he is a Jew."40 Ther:~ were, of
course, other motivations behind the Jewish Sunday school movement
as well, but its antimissionary function cannot be too strongly
stressed.
The jewish Miscellany, a tract series, also introduced by Isaac
Leeser, proceeded from the same strategy. According to its publishers,
gentiles spared no effort "to diffuse false views ... propagated
through books, tracts, and publications of all kinds." Since this "mass
of erroneous views" could result in "the loss to Israel of many precious
souls who are now of our communion," it was time for Jewish "counter action." What better than to create a Jewish publication society, "to
prepare suitable publications to be circulated among all classes of our
people, from which they may obtain a knowledge of their faith and
proper weapons to defend it against the assaults of proselyte-makers
on the one side, and of infidels on the other.... "
Propaganda of this sort, as the publishers realized, was "in fact
the plan adopted by our opponents," but, of course, for different ends.
"Shall we not profit by them," they wondered rhetorically. Their
response, soon translated into terms of concrete action, was to learn
everythhing podssi.ble ffrom thhe ~is~dion!~ies and to use that knowledge to
strengt en J u atsm rom t e mst e.
Later on in the nineteenth century, this pattern repeated itself.
Beginning in New York in 1864, and then in other cities too, missionaries set up free "mission schools" in Jewish immigrant areas, ostensibly to offer instruction in the Hebrew language, but in fact designed
to :\mericanize Jewish children and in the process to convert them.
Jews attacked these schools, verbally and even physically, but they
had to admit that they themselves had done nothing about setting up a
system of free Jewish education for those too poor to pay. The problem was soon solved: "the principal men of thirteen or fifteen svnagogues assembled, and, after long consultation, passed resolution; to
th~ effect that the Jews of New York should establish a sufficient
number of free-schools where the children of all classes, who might
wish to avail themselves of the means offered to them, should recei\~ a
Hebrew education. "42 The conversionist specter called forth the necessary funds, and shortly thereafter the first Jewish free schools,
sometimes actually called '1ewish mission schools," came into being,
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temporarily driving the missionary schools from the field. Years later,
the jewish Messenger ironically observed that "if there had been no
1ewish missions' in New York, we should have had no Hebrew Free
Schools with nearly 3000 children as pupils .... The conversionists
are our benefactors. "4 3 Missionaries had identified a need and showed
how it could be met. Jews did the rest.
Isolated Jews in small towns and rural villages formed another
area of Jewish vulnerability. They fell prey to formal and informal
conversionist efforts on a continual basis. "Missionary tours" undertaken by rabbis and laymen, ongoing efforts to set up "circuit
preachers" to serve outlying communities, and various mail order
publications all sought to stem these threats, using techniques borrowed from the missionaries themselves. Isaac Leeser understood very
early that many American Jews abandoned their faith "owing to their
being entirely isolated from our people and in constant intercourse
with ministers of Christianity . . . imbibing foreign manners from a
constant intermixture with persons who are not Israelites.,.._. He
therefore urged American Jews to become "lay preachers":
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We wish Israel to take example from the activitv and missionarv zeal of all the sects
which surround us ... we call upon Israelites' of e\'ery degree" to become missionaries, not to carry the good tidings beyond the sea and into desert lands, but to the
bosom of their own families, to their neighbors, to their friends ...s
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Leeser saw his own publications as missionary surrogates, designed to maintain contact with Jews "dispersed over so wide a space
of country that we are precluded from waiting upon all individually to
speak with them upon the concerns of their immortal souls. "46 Even
the Occident, his monthly magazine, initially proceeded from this
need. The ASMCJ had founded the Jewish Chronicle, a nationwide
conversionist periodical. Leeser replied with a periodical of his own.
His understanding of the relationship between the two periodicals
says much about the relationship between missionaries and countermissionaries generally:
two such little planets rev?lving around their ~uliar axis; the former to malign the
Jews and to report all thetr faults and apostactes, the latter to be in a measure their
advocate, and to reprove without hesitation and reser\'e when errors and wrong are
discovered. 47

~lissionaries c~allenged; Jews responded. In this case, as in many
others, the Jewish response surpassed the challenge both in magnitude
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and significance. Without t~e mi.ssionary. challenge, however, the
appearance of Jewish periodicals m Amertca would probably have
been far longer delayed.
.
,
. .
The third vulnerable sector of AmencanJewry to attract miSSionary attention in the nineteenth century c?nsiste~ of J~ws confined.to
hospitals. 1\lost American hospitals dunng th1s per1od were mal~
tained by religious denomi.n~tions, ~nd many nurses pur~u~ th~1r
vocation from a sense of rehg1ous callmg. In some cases, m1ss1onanes
or nurses baptized dying Jews in perhaps well-meaning, but to Jews
thoroughly reprehensible, efforts to save them. Reports of d~ath~
conversions abounded.~ 11 As a response, the first commumtyw1de
Jewish hospital in America, the Jewish Hospital of C~ncinnati (1850),
came into being. In seeking financial support for 1t, Isaac Leeser
stressed its countermissionary appeal:
even· Jew must be anxious to ha\·e around him in the moments of suffering those
who' sympathize with him, not alone. by pitying his pains and sorrows, but by
sharing his religious sentiments, and h1s hopes of the future; and he must ardently
desire not to have his hours of illness embittered by the appeals of those who prowl
about sanitarv establishments, and omit no opportunity to preach their unwelcome
doctrines to ;II ears, in season and out of season; not to mention the dread which the
conscientious invalid must feel of being tampered with in moments of unconsciousness, as tlxrf an ualots who would not btsitau to baptiu, as tlxy call it, a jew or
lxretic, or infidel, in extrfmis, so as to pnpan bis soul for /xaven, even if he be entirely
unaware of the act or ceremony which is performed on him. 49

There were, of course, other reasons for supporting Jewish hospitals that found expression. Abraham Sulzberger, in 1864, told Philadelphia Jews that it reflected the "greatest discredit" on them that their
"friendless brothers" were forced "to seek in sickness and prospect of
death the shelter of un-Jewish Hospitals; to eat forbidden food; to be
dissected after death; and sometimes even to be buried with the
stranger." He noted several cases where "Israelites of this city have
died in Christian Hospitals without having the privilege of hearing the
Shemanf( Yisrael-the watch-word of their faith and nation. "50 Some
Jews c~nsidered it a source of embarrassment that non-Jews provided
hospital care for the sick of all faiths while Jews did not provide it for
any. By the end of the nineteenth century, discrimination against
J cwish personnel in Christian hospitals had become yet another irritant with which the community had to contend. Still, the missionar\'
problem-the specter of deathbed conversions-was the spur, if n~t
the only cause, of efforts aimed at creating Jewish hospitals, open to
2#
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Jews and non-Jews alike, in Cincinnati, New York, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore. If Christians could have hospitals where they displayed the
benefits of their religion to Jews, Jews could counter with equally
sumptuous hospitals, designed both as protection against conversionists, and as proof to Christians that Jews were every bit as
generous and charitable as they were. s t
The firial·major area in which missionaries made a substantial
impact on nineteenth-century American Jewish life is the area of
philanthropy. Jews had, of course, developed a comprehensive system
of community aid going back to colonial days. 52 In response to missionary activities, however, they extended their efforts in new directions, to meet new problems.
In the 1820s, missionaries attempted to set up a colony in Ulster
County, New York~ for meliorating the condition (termed "grievous in
the extreme") of persecuted European Jews: converts and potential
converts who were then being victimized by riots and reactionary
laws. 53 American Jews had considered the possibility of their country
becoming a haven for European Jews before, but in the wake of the
missionary thrust they offered several new and concrete proposals.
Israel Vindicated ( 1820) suggested an interfaith relief effort:
·If these Nazarenes ... are really desirous of doing a sen·ice to the poor of our
nation, thousands of whom at this moment feel real distress in Europe ... let them
lay aside, in the outset at least, all attempts to interfere with our religious principles;
let them consider our needy brethren only in the light of men suffering under the
pressure of a common calamity, and, as such, entitled to their compassion; let them
unite their efforts with the more wealthy of our nation, in endeavouring to procure
an allotment of land for them in this widely extended country; and ha\·ing succeeded in obtaining this, let them, as with one heart and with one voice, invite them
to take possession of it, by holding out suitable inducements, and proffering them
pecuniary aid.s•

Mordecai Noah put forward a more comprehensive plan for
setting up "an asylum for the oppressed," his well-known Ararat
plan. 55 In 1826, Jacob Solis, then living in Mt. Pleasant, New York,
suggested yet another plan for "establishing a JEWISH ASYLUM in
this Country, to improve the future condition of the Jews." He noted
that missionaries "had expended thousands of thousands of dollars to
no purpose, because the great object was lost sight of." With "but little
more than one year's interest of the amount expended by that [missionary] Society," he promised to do the job better by creating what he
called "The American Jewish Asylum," designed "to admit all those
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Jewish youth of both sexes, flying from oppressive governments here
for refuge. "5 6 Since, as it turned out, Jews did not fly to America in
the 1820s, Solis's plan, like all those that preceded it, Jewi:;h and nonJewish, came to naught. But that should not obscure the process, now
familiar, whereby missionaries challenged Jews, and Jews then imitated missionaries in order to subvert them. The pattern recurred
throughout the subsequent history of American Jewish philanthropy.
By the 1840s, Jewish immigrants began to flow to America's
shores in larger numbers. In New York, owing to depressed economic
conditions, many of them lived amidst squalor in the poorest sections
of town-areas where wealthier Jews never traveled. Missionaries,
however, did discover these forgotten people, and in October 1842
they appointed a special missionary, James Forrester, "to labor steadily
and daily among the Jews, by visiting from house to house." The
scenes Forrester described finding in New York revealed a problem far
greater than American Jews had realized:
The number of Jews now in this city has been ascertained to be ncarlv ten
thousand . .-\ large portion of them consists of emigrants from Europe, mostly. from
Germany, and many ,·cry recently. These arc generally poor-some extrcmclv soand many touching recitals arc contained in Mr. J:.orrcstcr's journal, of scc~es o(
suffering which he was compelled to witness, and sometimes had the gratification
to. rclic\"C: .. : Sick and destitute females ~ave been found in lonely garrets,
Without hrc, m the coldest season, strugghng to subsist themselves and their
shi\"Cring infants upon a few crusts. 1:-amilics, on the verge of being driven bv their
landlords from their scarcely habitable lodgings into the streets, ha\'c implo.:OO the
missionary for aid in their time of need. The Board arc gratified to add, that, in
sc,·cral of these cases, they ha\'c been enabled to afford relief; and that the small
sums bestowed by their agent out of the moderate fund placed at his disposal, hn~
been rccci,·cd with the most heartfelt expressions of gratitude. 57
·

How ~C\\' York Jews responded to these reports cannot be
for certain, but a strong indication of their alarm may be seen
111 an emergency tweh·e-page report of the Committee of the Societv
for the Education of Poor Children and Relief of Indigent Persons ;,c
t~e Je,~·ish Persuasion, commissioned on 8 January 1843 and publtshed JUSt twenty-two days later under the names of three of ~N·
York's leading Jews: Benjamin Nathan, Henry Hendricks, and Solomon I. Joseph. Without mentioning missionary Forrester by name,
the repo~t confirmed much of what he had alleged. It went on to urge
reforms m the whole system of Jewish poor relief in New York Cit\·.S•
\\'riting from Philadelphia soon afterward, Isaac Leeser, like~·ise
concerned about the missionary threat, urged New York Jewish lead~nown
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ers "to be up and adoing, to counteract any evil the [missionary]
society or its agents may attempt. " 59 That, apparently, is just what
New York Jews did, for by 1845 Forrester was complaining about
violence perpetrated against him, and his missionary activities seem to
have abated. At the same time, Jewish charities, particularly the
Hebrew Benevolent Society, expanded their efforts, and Jews generally became more conscious of the new responsibilities that immigration had thrust upon them. 60
In the ensuing years, Jews periodically grew lax in their charities,
and when they did, reports of some missionary success usually led
them to redoubled efforts. In 1859, for example, the jewish Messenger
reported that a Jewish child, placed in a non-Jewish orphanage for lack
of a Jewish home, had been converted there to Christianity. The
resulting outcry brought about two long-discussed but hitherto
postponed developments: the merger of the Hebrew Benevolent Society with the German Hebrew Benevolent Society, and the founding
of the Hebrew Orphan Asylum. 61 Jewish hospitals and Jewish free
schools, as we have already seen, came about in similar fashion,
occasioned by well-publicized reports of what missionaries had
done. 62
All of these developments might, of course, have taken place even
in the absence of the missionary challenge, just as a result of Jews'
ongoing and abiding concern for the fate of their brethren in need. But
the fact remains that throughout the nineteenth century, missionary
challenges did stimulate both the direction and timing of Jewish social
reforms. "Our sleeping fellow-Israelites," Isaac Leeser once lamented,
"are aroused to action ~mly when they. see a sign of some danger. "63
Since in Jewish eyes no greater danger existed than missionaries, they
played a considerable if unintentional part in galvanizing Jews into
action, teaching them about the problems that existed in their midst,
and showing them how those problems might be resolved.
On the face of it, this looks like just another example of Jews
marching to the cadence of Christian drummers. M In fact, however, a
more complex post-emancipation process was at work. Jews in America formed a beleaguered minority competing against a powerful
majority in a more or less free religious marketplace. 65 .\lissionaries
sold the religious wares of the majority, and in good businesslike
fashion they tailored their marketing program to those areas where the
minority's hold seemed weakest. Thoroughly alarmed, Jews rushed in
"·ith products of their own, modeled on those of the competition but
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promising more, designed to shore up their areas of ~e~kness so as to
retain, so to speak, their market share. Soon, the ~a1on~y returned to
the offensive, perceiving some new way to explmt Jewlsl) weakness,
and the cycle began once more. Round and round it conti~ues, down
to the present day.
.
. .
. .
So frankly adversarial a model, applymg to rehgton the pnnc1ples
of free market capitalism, seems dismal indeed, particularly since it
offers no hope for relief. Yet, as we have seen, missionary competition
has actually led to the strengthening of the American Jewish communitv on a myriad of fronts. Competitive challenges, even if they
weake~ed Judaism at first, have ultimately led to a stronger and more
viable Judaism than existed before. 66 Missionaries have served as a
kind of Jewish early warning system, pointing up problems that
would have grown far worse if left untended. Where Jews might ha\-e
been lulled into complacency, allowing evils to fester, missionary
provocations compelled them to deal with problems vigorously and at
once. Losses, real or feared, prompted necessary and effective counteractive measures.
Seen in a broader perspective, this American Jewish encounter
with missionaries reveals how, quite generally, religious competition
has worked to the advantage of Jews 67 serving as a critical factor in the
survival and strengthening of American jewry. Competitive challenges
have, of course, always weakened Judaism at first, and have inevitably
led the faint of heart to question whether Judaism can maintain itself.
But in the long run, these challenges have had a salutary effect. B\'
stimulating new efforts and programs, they have contributed to making the American Jewish community stronger, more viable, and far
more socially conscious.
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